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SUMMARY 

A previously developed two-dimensional local inviscid-viscous interaction 

technique for the analysis of airfoil transitional separation bubbles, ALESEP 

(Airfoil Leading Edge Separation), has been extended for the calculation of 

transitional separation bubbles over infinite swept wings. As part of this 

effort, Roberts' empirical correlation, which is interpreted as a separated 

flow empirical extension of Mack's stability theory for attached flows, has 

been incorporated into the ALESEP procedure for the prediction of the transi

tion location within the separation bubble. In addition"the viscous proce

dure used in the ALESEP technique has been modified to allow for wall suction. 

A series of two-dimensional calculations are presented as a verification of 

the prediction capability of the interaction technique with the Roberts 

transition model. Numerical tests have shown that this two-dimensional 

natural transition correlation may also be applied to transitional separation 

bubbles over infinite swept wings. Results of the interaction procedure are 

compared with Horton's detailed experimental data for separated flow over a 

swept plate which demonstrates the accuracy of the present technique. Wall 

suction has been applied to a similar interaction calculation to demonstrate 

its effect on the separation bubble. The principal conclusion of this paper 

is that the prediction of transitional separation bubbles over two-dimensional 

or infinite swept geometries is now possible using the present interacting 

boundary layer approach. 

INTRODUCTION 

There has been renewed interest in recent years in the development of 

Natural Laminar Flow (NLF) airfoils which result in reduced drag from that 

incurred with turbulent flow airfoils. The performance of these laminar flow 

airfoils is critically dependent on the location of transition, which as 

pointed out in a recent study by Obara and Holmes (ref. 1), often occurs due 

to the separated shear layer of a closed transitional separational bubble. 

Although this separation bubble is generally of short streamwise extent, it 

nonetheless is a local site of strongly interacting viscous and inviscid flow 

which cannot be analyzed by conventional boundary layer analyses as was 

discussed by Obara and Holmes. Experimental studies (refs. 2 and 7) have 

shown that for high Reynolds number flows, the viscous effects induced by a 

closed transitional separation bubble are contained within a relatively thin 

layer near the surface. This type of separated flow is well suited to analy

sis with interacting boundary layer techniques which model the flow field as 

separate inviscid and viscous regions coupled together through displacement 

thickness interaction. Significant developments in theQretica1 techniques 

(refs. 8 through 10), based on inviscid-viscous interaction theory, have been 
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made for the calculation of two-dimensional transitional separation bubbles. 

For example, Vatsa and Carter (ref. 10) developed the ALESEP (Airfoil Leading 

Edge Separation) interaction analysis for the calculation of transitional 

separation bubbles on airfoils. This technique consists of a finite differ

ence boundary layer scheme coupled to a Cauchy integral perturbation analysis 

for the inviscid flow using the semi-inverse coupling strategy. The focus of 

the current investigation has been the further development of this technique 

for the prediction of transitional separation bubbles. In particular, the 

ALESEP analysis has been extended to the flow over infinite swept wings with 

some very encouraging comparisons presented with Horton's (ref. 4) benchmark 

data to demonstrate this capability. This extension from two-dimensional 

airfoils to infinite swept wings represents an important first step in the 

eventual development of a fully three-dimensional analysis. In addition, the 

present approach has been significantly enhanced by the incorporation of 

Roberts' (ref. 11) empirical transition criteria for laminar separation 

bubbles. A brief discussion is presented that links Roberts' correlation for 

separated flow to Mack's (ref. 12) stability theory for attached flows. 

Computations are presented for two-dimensional airfoils and infinite swept 

wing flows that demonstrate the applicability of this correlation provided the 

free stream turbulence level is known. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

Cf Skin friction coefficient 

1 Perturbation stream function 

F Velocity ratio, ulue 
G Total enthalpy ratio, HIRe 
h Density ratio integral 

H Total enthalpy 

L Reference length 

m Perturbation mass flow 

n Coordinate normal to reference displacement surface 

N Coordinate measured normal to reference displacement surface from the 

body surface 

Pr Prandtl number 

PrT Turbulent Prandtl number 

Re Reference Renolds number 

s,S Coordinates along reference displacement surface 

Tu Turbulence level 

u Velocity component normal -to leading edge along the x-direction 

parallel to reference displacement surface 

v Velocity component along the y-direction normal to reference 

displacement surface 

V Transformed normal velocity in Prandtl transposition theorem 

w Velocity component tangent to leading edge along the z-direction 
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w Velocity ratio, w/we 

x Coordinate direction normal to leading edge. 

x Coordinate direction (absolute frame) parallel to freestream 

direction 

y Coordinate direction normal to surface 

z Coordinate direction tangent to leading edge 

Z Coordinate direction (absolute frame) perpendicular to free stream 

direction in reference plane of airfoil surface 

e Pressure gradient parameter 

6 Boundary layer thickness 

6* Displacement thickness 

E Eddy viscosity coefficient 

A 

n 

" 
1l 

~ 

p 

1/1 

Sweep angle 

Transformed normal coordinate 

Kinematic viscosity coefficient 

Molecular viscosity coefficient 

Transformed tangential coordinate 

Density 

Streamfunction 

Subscripts 

e Edge of boundary layer 

I Inviscid 

ref Reference solution 

v Viscous 

x Component along x direction 

z Component along z direction 

00 Freestream 

INVISCID-VISCOUS INTERACTION ANALYSIS 

In the present inviscid-viscous interaction analysis, the compressible 

three-dimensional boundary layer equations for infinite swept wings are solved 

in inverse form iteratively with an incompressible Cauchy integral perturba

tion analysis for the inviscid flow. Iteration between the inviscid and 

viscous flow solutions is accommodated through the use of an update formula 

(ref. 13) which modifies the specified displacement thickness distribution 

along the x-direction, normal to the leading edge of the swept configuration, 

as shown in figure 1, based upon the differences between the predicted 

inviscid and viscous velocities at the edge of the boundary layer in that 

direction. For infinite swept wings, the two-dimensional Cauchy integral 

analysis, described in reference 10, remains unchanged along a line perpen

dicular to the wing leading edge since the spanwise component of the boundary 
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layer edge velocity is constant and therefore, is unaffected by the viscous 

displacement thickness. As shown by Moore (ref. 14), for flows over infinite 

swept wings, the general three-dimensional displacement thickness reduces to 

the two-dimensional displacement definition which is based on the u-velocity 

component in the x-direction. 

Viscous Analysis 

The viscous solution technique used for the investigation of swept 

tr?nsitional separation bubbles is an extension of the i~verse procedure pre

sented by Carter (ref. 15) for two-dimensional flows. The nondimensional 

boundary layer equations for an infinite swept body are written as follows in 

terms of the reference displacement surface coordinate system shown in 

figure 2: 

apu 
+ --

apv 
= 0 (1) 

as an 

au au dUe a au 
pu -- + pv - = p u -- + [lJ-- pu'v'] 

as an e e ds an an 
(2 ) 

aw aw a aw 
- pw'v'] pu- + pv = [lJ -

as an an an 
(3) 

aR aR a 1.1 aR -- lJ 
(1 -

1 a(u2+w2) 
] pu - + pv - = [- - - pv' R' + -) 

as an an P
R 

an 2 PR an 
(4 ) 

The v-component of velocity and the n-coordinate are scaled by iRe= c where 

Re= c is the Reynolds number based upon the freestream flow conditio~s and the 

airfoil chord. The boundary conditions imposed on these governing equations 

are: 
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* at n = -oref 

at n ... ... , 

u=v=w=O 
im 

H or -- specified 
an 

u + u~ 

w ... w = sin II. 
e 

H ... He 

(5 ) 

Equations (1)-(4) are transformed through the use of Levy-Lees type vari

ables: 

s 

~ = f Pelleueds n = 
o 

where m = ~for direct formulation 
* . fl· = Peueo for ~nverse ormu at~on 

PeUe 

m 

n 
P 

f * Pe -oref 

dn (6 ) 

In order to simplify the boundary conditions, the velocity components are 

normalized by their corresponding edge values: 

u w H 
F = w = G = (7) 

u
e We He 

The normal component of velocity is replaced by the introduction of the stream 

function 

pv = 
a¢ 

as 
(8) 

in which the stream function is rewritten in terms of a perturbation stream 

function given by 

1 
f = [¢ - mF (n - 1 + h)] 

I 2~ 
(9 ) 
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where 

h = J 
o 

co 

(P e _ 1) dT) 
P 

(10) 

Use of this perturbation stream function is the key step in this formulation 

for the imposition of the prescribed displacement thickness. With the 

continuity equation replaced with pu = a~/an and after use of the Prandt1 

transposition theorem as discussed in reference 15, the governing equations 

are written in transformed coordinates as: 

3f m 
= 

an 12; 
(1 - n - h) aF 

an 

aF a _ aF 
m2 F - - m - [12; l' + mF (n-1+h» -

a; a; an 

-",zet - F2(1 + 
w; rl.M2~] ~ ] ~ y-1 ) - w2 ( 2 e u: ) + ~ (1+. -=- )1 ~ 

1 + - M2 1 + :t.=l M2 an II an 
2 e 2 e 

aw a _,.. aw a e: aw 
m2 F - - m - [12; f + m F (n-1 + h)] - = - (1 + - )1-

a; a~ an an II an 

2 aG a -,.. aG 
m F--m-[/2F; f+mF (n-1+h)]-

aF; a; an 

1 a [ £ PR aG] =-- 1(1+--)-
P

R 
an II PRT an 

1 2 
(1 - -) (r-1) M 

+ PR e a [( 2 aF 2 aw)] - tuF-+w w-
(1 + y-1 M2) ( u2 + w2) an e an e an 

2 e e e 

~here 
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, dM ... --.e. 
8 = Me d~ ! = 

Pll 
(15 ) 

Pelle 

In these equations, the Reynolds stresses have been related in the usual 

manner to the mean velocity and temperature gradients through the use of an 

eddy viscosity coefficient. The turbulence model used in this investigation 

will be discussed in the next section. Equations (11) - (14) are solved for 

F, W, G, t, and B for a prescribed streamwise distribution of m subject to the 

following boundary conditions: 

F=W=f=O 
at " = 0 

3G 
Iw specified G = G

w 
or 

a" 
(16) 

F=W=G+1 
at " + ... 

'" 
f + 0 

These equations can also be solved in the direct mode with e prescribed and 

the outer boundary condition, 1 = 0, eliminated. The numerical solution of 

these equations for the direct and inverse mode is obtained through the use of 

an implicit finite difference technique similar to that used by Carter 

(ref. 15) which is first order accurate in the ~-direction and second order 

accurate in the ,,-direction. 

A windward differencing scheme similar to that described in reference 16 

is used in the reversed flow regions for the streamwise convection terms in 

equations (11) - (14). It was shown in reference 16 that for two-dimensional 

transitional separation bubbles, the windward differencing approximation 

produces nearly identical results for the surface pressure and skin friction 

distributions as that obtained with the FLARE (Reyhner and Flugge-Lotz 

(ref. 17» approximation in which the convection terms are set to zero in the 

separated flow region. However, it was found that the windward differencing 

scheme produced solutions which differed in the outer part of the flow field 

away from the surface as compared with solutions using the FLARE approxi

mation; especially as the separation bubble became large. Similar results 

have been found in the calculation of infinite swept wing separation bubbles. 

The predicted pressure and skin friction results for infinite swept flows 

using the windward differencing scheme have been essentially identical to 

those using the FLARE approximation. The largest differences in predictions 
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between these two approaches have been mainly in the spanwise (z-direction) 

velocity profiles. 

Turbulence Model 

In the previous two-dimensional interaction calculations presented in 

references 10 and 16, the Cebeci-Smith (ref. 18) turbulence model was used to 

determine the eddy viscosity coefficient, E. With the extension of the inter

action approach to include flow over infinite swept wings, a three-dimensional 

version of this model (ref. 19) has been used to calculate the eddy viscosity 

coefficients in the x- and z-directions. In the current investigation, the 

turbulence field has been assumed to be isotropic. 

In contrast to our previous two-dimensional work on transitional separa

tion bubbles, it was found necessary in the present calculations for the 

Horton swept plate experiment to modify the Clauser constant in the outer 

layer of the turbulence model in order to obtain flow reattachment. Without 

this increase in the Clauser constant, reattachment of the flow downstream of 

transition did not occur leading to stalled flow and subsequent divergence of 

the numerical calculation. Since the Cebeci-Smith model was originally 

developed for attached flows, it is expected that some changes in this model 

are needed for the analysis of separated flows. Kim et a1. (ref. 20) deduced 

from experimental data for the reattaching flow downstream of a backward

facing step, that the Clauser constant increases from the value of 0.0168 in 

attached flows to levels as great as 0.085 both upstream and downstream of 

reattachment. In the present computations corresponding to Horton's swept 

plate experiment (ref. 4), a Clauser constant of 0.084 was found to produce 

the best agreement with the experimental pressure distribution and velocity 

profiles. A similar strategy was described by Cebeci, et a1. (ref. 21) for 

some recent interaction analyses of turbulent separated flow. 

Transition Prediction 

Closure of the computation of airfoil transitional separation bubbles 

requires the use of some transiton criterion that in effect establishes the 

length of the laminar portion of the separation region as a function of the 

turbulence level of the external flow. 

The variation of transltl.on Reynolds number with free stream turbulence 

level has been estimated by Mack (ref. 12) for the Fa1kner-Skan family of 

laminar boundary layers. Using typical wind tunnel turbulence sp~ctra as 

input to a growth calculation based on linear stability theory, Mack found 

that transition due to free stream turbulence for a flat plate boundary layer 

could be correlated with an amplitude ratio from linear stability theory of en 

where 
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n = - 8.43 - 2.4 in Tu (17) 

and Tu is the turbulence level. Using this transition criterion, Mack 

obtained results for the Falkner-Skan family that are shown in figure 3. The 

experimental data shown in figure 3 is that taken by Dryden (ref. 22) for flow 

over a flat plate. The curves are remarkably similar in shape but show signi

ficant decrease in transition Reynolds number as the pressure gradient, Bh' 
becomes more adverse. 

The laminar portion of a separation bubble is not represented within the 

traditional Falkner-Skan flows. Rather it is better reptesented by the family 

of reversed flow solutions to the Falkner-Skan-Hartree equation that were 

calculated by Stewartson (ref. 23) and by Christian and Hankey (ref. 24). The 

stability characteristics of these reversed flow profiles were calculated 

recently by Gleyzes, Cousteix, and Bonnet (ref. 8). In principle then, the 

curves presented by Mack could be extended to cover the Stewartson profiles 

using the results of reference 8. 

The pressure gradient history of a laminar separation bubble from the 

point of separation to the transition point is not representable as any single 

similarity profile of the Stewartson family. It is felt» however, that it is 

a reproducible composite of them. Thus it can be expected that the transition 

Reynolds numbers as a function of external turbulence level should be repre

sented by a curve resembling those presented by Mack for the Falkner-Skan 

family but at a lower level than those for the attached flows. For the 

present use, this curve will be obtained from experimental results reported 1n 

the literature. 

Roberts (refs. 11 and 25) put together such a correlation in terms of a 

turbulence factor based on both turbulence level and scale rather than on 

turbulence level alone. This representation is very appropriate as it is an 

approximate way of representing the effects of disturbance spectrum on transi

tion. In any given facility, however, there is usually a one-to-one relation 

between turbulence level and turbulence factor. Wind tunnels of comparable 

design would have comparable relationships between turbulence level and 

turbulence factor. Since the scale of turbulence is not uniformly available 

for all the experiments considered in developing and applying the correlation, 

the correlation will be presented in terms of turbulence level alone. 

For the calculations presented herein, the transition length has been 

estimated according to the following form of Roberts' relation: 
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where 

u e s 
tt 
v 

Tu 
e 

= local 

= length 

u tt e
s 

v 
= 25,000 10glO [coth (17.32 T )] u

e 

free stream speed at separation 

from separation to transition 

= kinematic viscosity 

= local 
llc., 

turbulence level = T~ u
e 

(18) 

This relation is shown in figure 4 together with the data points from the 

investigations on which it is based (refs. 2 - 5 and 26 - 28). Because of 

uncertainties in evaluating some of the points, and because of some scatter in 

the plot, the above relation must be regarded as provisional pending further 

detailed study of the data included in figure 4, as well as any other relevant 

data that may become available. More particularly, transition in many low

turbulence wind tunnels is limited by acoustic disturbances rather than by 

free stream turbulence so a correlation based on turbulence alone may overest

imate the length to transition. 

Further, it is felt that the above criterion may also be applied to the 

separation bubble on a swept wing. The justification is by the following 

argument. Transition in three-dimensional boundary layers tends to be deter

mined by the component profile that displays the largest growth rate. On a 

swept wing where the spanwise profile is an attached profile, it is expected 

that the chordwise separated, reversed flow is less stable than even the 

cross flow, and so it is recommended that the above criterion be used in 

estimating the chordwise length to transition. 

In the implementation of the Roberts transition correlation into the 

present viscous analysis, the transition location was allowed to change only 

during the first 20 global interaction iterations. After the 20th iteration, 

the transition location was frozen for the remainder of the interaction 

calculation. It was found from numerical tests that without freezing the 

transition location at some point during the iterative process, convergence 

could not be obtained since a limit cycle occurred due to oscillations in the 

predicted transition location. This approximate treatment should have only a 

minor impact since the changes in the edge velocity after 20 interaction 

iterations were small. 
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Wall Suction 

A wall suction (or blowing) distribution can be applied to the boundary 

layer flow through a simple change in the boundary conditions for the pertur

bation stream functions, 1. The imposition of prescribed distribution of mass 

flux normal to the wall, (pv)w' results in the following surface distribu

tion of the stream function: 

A 

1/Jw = -J (pv)w ds (19 ) 

Ao 

where Aa is the location of the start of the prescribed wall transportation 

condition. At the surface the perturbation stream function becomes 

I(~,O) 
1/Jw =- (20 ) 

/2~ 

In the inverse mode, which is used in interactive calculations, the value of 

the stream function at the boundary layer edge is prescribed in terms of the 

perturbation mass flow parameter, m. In the present analysis this boundary 

condition is imposed through the use of the perturbation stream function which 

is defined in Eq. (9). At the boundary layer edge 

n + 0:> , 
f + 1/Jw 

/2~ 

If there is no wall transpiration, 1/Jw = 0, then the boundary conditions 

(21) 

given in equations (20) and (21) revert back to those given in equation (16). 

RESULTS 

With the implementation of the Roberts natural transition correlation 

into the ALESEP inviscid-viscous interaction procedure, a series of two-dimen

sional cases were calculated and compared to previously published results in 

references 10 and 16 where transition was prescribed ne~r the "break point" in 

the experimental pressure distribution. Calculations corresponding to the 

Gaster (ref. 3) Series I, No. IV experiment and the Gault (ref. 2) modified 
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NACA-00I0 airfoil and NACA 66
3
-018 airfoil experiments were made to evaluate 

the accuracy of the natural transition model. Upon verification of the 

Roberts correlation, the extended ALESEP interaction procedure for infinite 

swept wings was tested against the experimental data of Horton for the 

separated flow over a swept flat plate. The Roberts correlation was also used 

in this calculation to determine the transition location. Windward differenc

ing of the convection terms in the boundary layer equations has been used for 

all the calculations presented herein except where noted. As stated before, 

similar calculations have been performed with the FLARE approximation and have 

given essentially identical results in terms of the surface pressure and skin 

friction distributions. Wall suction was applied to the boundary layer in a 

similar calculation for the Horton experiment in order 'to demonstrate its 

effect on the separation bubble and pressure distribution. 

Natural Transition Model Computations 

Gaster Experiment 

The experiment performed by Gaster (ref. 3) consisted of a separation 

bubble on a flat plate induced by the pressure field generated by the place

ment of an inverted airfoil near the plate. Vatsa and Carter (ref. 10) 

originally calculated the flow field corresponding to this experiment using 

the ALESEP analysis with a prescribed transition model. They found that the 

best match between the numerical results and the experimental data was 

obtained when instantaneous transition was prescribed at s/L = 1.0125. The 

ALESEP analysis has now been used to predict the flow field for this experi

ment using the same computational grid and reference conditions used by Vatsa 

and Carter but with instantaneous transition predicted using the Roberts 

model. The free stream turbulence level for this experiment as used in equa

tion (18) for the Roberts correlation is 0.0025. Figure 5 shows a comparison 

of the predicted numerical results and the experimental data for this calcula

tion. Excellent agreement is obtained between the present prediction and the 

data for this case as should be expected since the Gaster experimental data 

was part of the data base used by Roberts to formulate his model. With the 

use of the Roberts transition model, transition was predicted to occur at 

s/L = 1.025. This location is quite close to the assumed position of transi

tion and therefore explains 'the good agreement obtained between the two 

theoretical results in figure 5. 

Gault NACA-OOIO Airfoil 

The NACA-0010 modified airfoil tested experimentally by Gault (ref. 2) at 

an 8 degree angle of attack and a chord Reynolds number of 2.0 x 10 6 was cal

culated originally by Vatsa and Carter (ref. 10) and later in reference 16. 

In both instances, transition was initiated at s/c = 0.0283 with a transition 
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length of 0.0161. The Dhawan and Narasimha (ref. 29) intermittency distribu

tion was used to smoothly transist the flow from laminar to turbulent motion 

over the transition length. The intermittency factor reached a value of 0.5 

at a location of sIc = 0.0350. The predicted separation and reattachment 

locations for these calculations was located at sIc = 0.0156 and sIc = 0.0439, 

respectively. This case has been repeated using the Roberts instantaneous 

natural transition model with the same computational grid and reference condi

tions. The free stream turbulence level in this experiment was 0.002. 

Figure 6 shows the comparison between the present and previous interaction 

results and the experimental data. Transition was predicted to occur at 

sIc = 0.0375 with the Roberts model which is somewhat downstream of that used 

earlier in the forced transition model. Although this difference corresponds 

to only about a 0.25 percent change in transition location in terms of the 

airfoil chord, it has a rather pronounced effect on the local pressure 

distribution in comparison with the experimental data. This result is not 

surprising as it was demonstrated in references 30 and 31 that the detailed 

flow properties near the transitional separation bubble are extremely 

sensitive to the transition location. In this case, a slight delay in transi

tion has resulted in a larger separation bubble than that found previously and 

hence, a reduction in the peak suction pressure level. Nonetheless, it is 

encouraging that this natural transition model can be used in conjunction with 

the present interacting boundary layer theory to provide an approximate 

prediction of the complex flow field near a transitional separation bubble. 

Gault NACA 66 3-018 Airfoil 

A final two-dimensional case which has been analyzed is the NACA 663-018 

mid-chord separation bubble tested experimentally by Gault (ref. 2) at a chord 

Reynolds number of 2.0 x 106 • The free stream turbulence was 0.002 for this 

experiment. This case was originally calculated in reference 16 using the 

ALESEP analysis with the McDonald-Fish-Kreskovsky (refs. 32 and 33) turbulence 

model. This case has been recalculated in the present study using the Cebeci

Smith turbulence model (ref. 18) using the same computational grid and refer

ence conditions as reported in reference 16. In this case, the best match 

between the numerical results and the experimental data was obtained when 

transition was specified to occur instantaneously at xlc = 0.725. Figure 7 

shows the predicted pressure distributions obtained with the Roberts model and 

the forced transition model in comparison with the experimental data of Gault. 

In contrast to the NACA-0010 case, Roberts' criterion predicts transition 

ahead of the "break" in the pressure distribution and hence a smaller separa

tion bubble is deduced than that with the forced model. Specifically, transi

tion was predicted at xlc = 0.690 which corresponds to a change in the transi

tion location from the prescribed location of 4 percent in terms of the air

foil chord. However, in terms of the predicted separation bubble length of 
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the prescribed transition calculation in which separation is at x/c = 0.647 

and reattachment at x/c = 0.734, this difference corresponds to about a 40% 

change. Roberts (ref. 11) found similar results for this case using his 

global interaction model. 

The results of these two-dimensional separation bubble calculations have 

shown that in terms of a global airfoil prediction scheme, the Roberts corre

lation may be a good method to predict the approximate location of transition 

when a closed separation bubble is formed. However, if details of the flow 

field in the immediate vicinity of the separation bubble are required, modifi

cations to this correlation are needed to improve the accuracy and general

ity. 

Infinite Swept Wing 

Horton Experiment 

The extended ALESEP inviscid-viscous interaction procedure for infinite 

swept wings has been assessed with the experimental data of Horton (ref. 4). 

In Horton's experiment, a swept circular cylinder was placed above a 26.5 

degree swept flat plate to induce a favorable followed by an adverse pressure 

gradient similar to that at the leading edge of a wing. Horton carefully 

controlled the experimental parameters to establish a closed transitional 

separation bubble on the flat plate in the adverse pressure gradient region of 

the flow. The spanwise repeatibility of measured pressure distributions 

showed that despite the presence of separation, the experiment satisfied the 

infinite swept wing conditions. The particular case chosen from this exper

iment for the present comparison was that for a free stream velocity of 

51.9 ft./sec. The unit Reynolds number of the flow was 2.77 x 1<Y+ per inch 

and the free stream turbulence level was 0.0025. The inviscid solution cal

culated by Woodward (ref. 34) for Horton's configuration was used as the 

inviscid reference solution. The corresponding reference displacement thick

ness distribution which also appears explicitly in the Cauchy integral analy

sis (see ref. 10) was obtained from a direct (attached flow) fully turbulent 

boundary layer calculation in which the inviscid reference solution was used 

for the prescribed boundary layer edge velocity component. The upstream 

velocity profile for the interaction calculation was .obtained from a direct 

laminar boundary layer calculation from the leading edge of the swept plate to 

a downstream position, x = 7.0 inches, which is upstream of the strong inter

action region. The interaction calculation was computed with 91 ~omputational 

points spaced uniformly in the x-direction, normal to the leading edge, 

between x = 7.0 and x = 16.0 inches, and 100 points in the vertical direction 

with the minimum spacing placed at the wall. An underrelaxation parameter of 
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0.5 associated with the update formula of the interaction scheme was used in 

both the windward and FLARE calculations which were performed for this case. 

Figures 8 and 9 show good agreement between the predicted results and the 

experimental data for the pressure coefficient and displacement thickness 

distributions, respectively. These results are in part due to the excellent 

agreement between the transition location predicted by the Roberts correlation 

and the observed experimental transition location. The predicted separation, 

transition, and reattachment locations are indicated with arrows in figures 8 

and 9. Separation was predicted to occur at x = 9.55 inches. Transition from 

laminar to turbulent flow was predicted by the Roberts correlation to occur at 

x = 11.1 inches. The onset of transition causes a sudden increase in the 

pressure coefficient and a corresponding decrease in the displacement thick

ness with subsequent reattachment occuring a short distance downstream at 

x = 11.43 inches. The onset of transition also corresponds to the sharp rise 

in the x-component of skin friction shown in figure 10. Excellent agreement 

is observed in figure 10 between the predicted and experimental separation and 

reattachment locations. For infinite swept wings, separation and reattachment 

correspond to lines parallel to the leading edge where Cf = O. The z-compon-
x 

ent of skin friction, also shown in figure 10, remains positive through the 

separated flow region. This outward spanwise migration of flow in the separa

tion bubble is graphically shown in the predicted limiting streamline pattern 

of figure 11. In this figure, the limiting streamlines are plotted in the 

absolute X,Z coordinate system shown in figure 1. The X-direction in this 

figure has been translated such that the start of the interaction calculation, 

which is located at x = 7.0 inches (X = 7.82 inches), was at 0.0. The stream

line pattern shown in figure 11 supports the trapped vortex pattern which 

Horton deduced from his experimental data. In this trapped vortex, the flow 

inside of the separation bubble consist of a swirling helical motion in the 

positive spanwise direction brought about by the superposition of the closed 

chordwise separation bubble with the outward flow in the spanwise direction. 

Figure 12 shows a comparison of the predicted u/ue and w/we velocity 

profiles corresponding to the x- and z-directions, respectively, with the 

experimental data at eight different locations normal to the leading edge. 

The predicted velocity profiles for the calculation in which the FLARE 

approximation was used are also shown in this figure for comparison. The 

u/ue velocity profiles obtained with the windward and FLARE schemes, as 

shown in figure 12(a), are in close agreement with each other as well as with 

the experimental data. The largest differences between the predictions and 

the experimental data is in the region just downstream of where t~ansition 

occurs (x = 11.1 inches). The predicted w/we velocity profiles shown in 

figure 12(b) also show reasonably good agreement with the experimental data 
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except in the region near transition. However, in contrast with the u/ue 
profiles the windward and FLARE results differ substantially in the separation 

bubble region. These differences indicate that windward differencing is 

important in quasi-three-dimensional and hence, should be important in three

dimensional calculations. 

Influence of Wall Suction 

The accuracy of the wall suction boundary condition was tested by 

performing a direct, two-dimensional, laminar flat plate boundary layer calcu

lation subject to a uniform wall suction distribution. Cqmparison of the 

computed results were made with the exact analytical solution given by 

Schlichting (ref. 35). The predicted boundary layer solution asymptotically 

approached the exact solution with streamwise distance from the leading edge 

of the flat plate. Negligible differences between the numerically predicted 

velocity profile displacement thickness, and skin friction and those of the 

exact solution were found for several levels of the prescribed wall suction. 

An inviscid-viscous interaction analysis including wall suction was 

performed for the swept flat plate experiment of Horton to determine the 

influence of wall suction on the separation bubble and predicted pressure 

distribution. A uniform wall suction distribution at a level of 

(p*v*)w = -.01 p: V=* where the asterisks denote dimensional quantities, 

imposed between the minimum pressure point at x = 8.9 inches and the 

downstream location at x = 16.0. The reference displacement thickness for 

this calculation was obtained from a direct laminar boundary layer calculation 

using the same wall suction distribution with the inviscid reference solution 

used as the prescribed boundary layer edge velocity. The same computational 

grid as that used in the previous interaction calculations for the Horton 

experiment was used for this case with wall suction. 

Figure 13 shows the predicted results for the skin friction, displacement 

thickness, and wall pressure from the interaction calculations for the Horton 

swept plate subject to a uniform wall suction distribution. For this suction 

level the laminar flow remained attached as shown in figure l3(a) by the 

streamwise distributions of the x-component of the skin-friction. In this 

case the suction level was of a sufficient magnitude to result in an increase 

in skin friction and a corresponding decrease in the displacement thickness as 

shown in figure 13(b). Comparison of the results with those discussed 

previously for no suction demonstrate the strong influence that wall suction 

has on the overall flow. The pressure distribution shown in figure 13(c) is 

quite close to the inviscid reference pressure distribution which -is expected 

since the flow remains attached in this case and only a weak interaction 

occurs between the viscous and inviscid flows. As expected the pressure 
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plateau, characteristic of separated flows, is not obvious in this case since 

the flow remained attached. 

Additional cases were attempted at reduced wall suction levels which 

resulted in flow separation for the Horton swept plate configuration. Diffi

culty was encountered in obtaining converged results for these cases which 

seemed to be due to the sensitivity of the results to the initial guess for 

the displacement thickness and due to the sensitivity of the calculation to 

the transition site location determined from the Roberts' criterion. Further 

work is needed to determine the precise cause of this iteration sensitivity. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper, the development of an inviscid-viscous interaction analy

sis for the prediction of airfoil transitional separation bubbles has been 

continued with the incorporation of the Roberts correlation for the prediction 

of the transition location within the bubble and the extension of the analysis 

to flows over infinite swept wings. Results from several two-dimensional 

cases indicate that the Roberts transition calculation is an accurate method 

for the prediction of the transition location within the separation bubble if 

detailed results in the vicinity of the separation bubble are not required. 

Modifications to this correlation should be made from carefully conducted 

experiments, however, to make it more accurate and general. Results have been 

shown which demonstrate that interacting boundary layer theory is capable of 

predicting transitional separation bubbles over infinite swept wings. These 

results provide valuable insight which will guide the future development of 

procedures for the fully three-dimensional flow field which exists in swept 

separation bubbles. 
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Figure 2. Local interaction region coordinate system. 
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